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The Journey Between is an exhilarating exploration of how humanity connects and 
disconnects, long signified in mythology surrounding the movement of stars and planets. 
Two cosmic entities, embodied by dancers Nadenh Poan and Christian Brinklow, search for 
each other through space. The high-energy performance of the dancers is choreographed 
by Chris Pavia, UK’s leading dance artist with Down’s Syndrome, and it is complemented by 
immersive digital projection created by learning disabled artists from Carousel, resulting in a 
visually stunning work. 

The piece is ideal for festival contexts, or as part of an evening of performance. A stripped 
down version of the production is available to be performed in educational and unusual 
spaces. 

‘What an amazing piece of dance! It was fast paced and virtuoso in moments, but also 
slow and considered at others. The digital projection was mesmerising, complementing 

the performance nicely.’  - Audience member 

Promotional images can be found here 

About Chris Pavia 

Chris was the first of the current dancers to join Stopgap in 1997 as a Trainee and is now a Senior 
Dance Artist and Resident Choreographer.


Chris became a Stopgap apprentice in 1999 and completed a Foundation GNVQ in Performing 
Arts at Brooklands College, Weybridge. He became a full time dancer with the company in 2000. 
Working with choreographers such as Adam Benjamin, Betina Strickler, Hofesh Shechter, Thomas 
Mettler, Nathalie Pernette, Rob Tannion and Thomas Noone. Chris has toured both nationally and 
internationally with Stopgap.


As a choreographer Chris co-choreographed Chris et Lucy with Lucy Bennett, and in 2008 was 
the first learning disabled choreographer to be selected for Resolution! with his work Statues of 
Darkness. In 2010 Chris choreographed Shadowed Voices, a duet for Stopgap trainees, that has 
been performed at schools and conferences across the UK, as well as in Albania for the Albanian 
President in 2010. Chris choreographed Captured by the Dark for Resolution! 2013.


Chris choreographed The Awakening for Stopgap which toured to festivals and outdoor spaces 
across the UK in Summer 2014 and 2015. The Awakening made Chris the first learning disabled 
choreographer in the UK to create work for national touring. In 2017/8 Chris created his solo 
work Captains Duties. 2019 saw Chris create a duet titled The Journey Between, a Chris Pavia 
and Carousel production, produced by Stopgap Dance Company.


In 2020, Chris became Artist in Residence at Watts Gallery, as part of this choreographing Beyond 
The Waves for dance film, a project supported by DAiSY (Disability Arts In Surrey) and Stopgap 
Dance Company.


Chris continues to lead and support with creative learning outreach work, delivering workshops 
and leading choreographic residencies in schools and community groups across the UK. Chris is 
proud to be chosen by Mencap as someone with Downs Syndrome achieving excellence in his 
career and is ambitious and eager to continue developing.





‘Two cosmic entities search for each other through space'

http://bit.ly/TJBIMAGES
https://vimeo.com/59237977
https://www.stopgapdance.com/production/the-awakening/


Practical Information 
Length: 20 minutes 
Performance space: This performance can be easily scaled to different sized performance 
spaces. Min performance area 6m wide x 5m deep.  
Floor: A sprung, or semi sprung, black wooden floor or covered in black dance floor.  
Set: 3 wooden ‘boulders’, weighted with stage weights. 
Get in: 1-2 hours (if space pre-rigged) 
Get out: less than 1 hour 
Dressing Room: Wheelchair accessible dressing room required 

Education and Outreach 
The Stopgap and Carousel teams offer workshops, consultation and Q&A’s. We also deliver 
audience development and front of house training to help venues bring in and welcome learning 
disabled audiences. Please enquire for more information. 

Production Credits 
Choreographer - Chris Pavia 
Performers - Nadenh Poan & Christian Brinklow 
Choreographic mentor - Amy Butler 
Rehearsal director - Siobhan Hayes 
Technical manager - Francois Langton 
Composer - Andy Higgs 
Digital projection - Jason Eade & William Hanekom 
Costumes - Martina Trottmann 
Stopgap producer - Callum Graham 
Carousel producer - David Parker 
Photography - Chris Parkes 

The Journey Between is co-produced by Stopgap Dance Company and Carousel, and is funded 
by Arts Council England and Commissioned and supported by Unlimited, celebrating the work of 
disabled artists, with funding from Spirit of 2012. 



Contact 
Sho Shibata - Executive Producer, Stopgap Dance Company 
sho@stopgapdance.com 
01252 745443 

About Stopgap Dance Company 
Stopgap Dance Company is driven by a diverse creative team who uses dance as a movement for 
change.


Our vision is to create an inclusive world where diversity is not just accepted but pursued, a world 
where no one is limited by prejudice against D/deaf, disabled, or neurodivergent people.

Working with an artform shaped by human touch and energised by the spark of connectivity, our 
productions demonstrate the compelling power of diversity and inclusivity. We move together to 
create a remarkable experience that transforms society’s perceptions of difference and dismantle 
the inequity of privilege, in dance and in all aspects of living, collaborating, and creating together 
as humans.


Our work is both focused on and born out of the company’s rigorous investment in equity and 
inclusive culture. We are committed to removing barriers to dance, nurturing the talents of 
dancers born into any body and any mind. We are in coalition with a wave of organisations 
moving towards a better representation of diversity on our stages.

We are a global leader of disability access in dance and continuously examine best practice. We 
actively advocate for the industry and the wider world to become more inclusive.


About Carousel 
Carousel champions the rights of artists with a learning disability to flourish and be celebrated. In 
film, music, performance and digital arts, in our partnerships and training, Carousel is dedicated 
to making learning disabled creativity a valued part of the cultural landscape.
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